HROUGHOUT this paper we use the following nota-T t i o n and conventions. Uppercase is used for matrices and lowercase for vectors and both are defined over the field of complex numbers 0 2 unless otherwise stated. We use AT and A* for the transpose and conjugate transpose of A and diag{A,, A,,. , A,} denotes a block diagonal matrix whose blocks Ai are not necessarily square. A constant polynomial or rational matrix is called regular when it is square and has a nonzero determinant. It is called singular otherwise. The matrix norm 11 -11 stands for both the Frobenius norm 11 -11 and the spectral norm 11 -11 *, which are both invariant under unitary transformations, i.e., llUAVll= IIA 11 if U*U= I and V*V=I. The results stated in the text hold for both norms if not specifically mentioned. Sans Serif is used for vectorspaces. im A and kerA denote, respectively, the image and the kernel of A ; AX is the image of X under A . X + Y and X@Y are the sum and direct sum, respectively, of the spaces X and Y. The orthogonal complement of X based on the natural inner product in a given coordinate system, is denoted by X I. An invariant subspace X of A satisfies AX C X where c denotes the inclusion; a deflating subspace X of a regular pencil A B-A satisfies dim(A X + BX) = dimX where dim stands for "dimension of." It is easy to check that deflating subspaces generalize the concept of invariant subspaces to arbitrary regular pencils.' System models of the type i
put, and state of the polynomial system (1); A can be the differential operator d / d t or the advance operator z, depending on the type of equations described by (1) . The transfer function and Vstem matrix of the system (1) are defined, respectively, as (we use 2 when defining some thing in an equation)
R ( h ) A V(A)T-'(A)U(A)+W(A);
Additional notation is explained in the text.
In this paper we discuss numerical algorithms that compute some structural elements of some specific system models (state-space model, generalized state-space model, etc.) of a linear time-invariant system. These structural elements are of basic importance in most of the problems encountered in linear system theory and their computation can be viewed as a "generalized eignenstructure problem" [l] . This leads us to the analysis of these system theoretic problems and of the algorithms that solve them, using methods and criteria that are familiar from the "classical eigenvalue problem."
The numerical background we will use is briefly surveyed in Section I1 and is more extensively treated in [2]- [4] .
In the next three sections we discuss the computation of the structural elements connected to state-space and generalized state-space models. Each of these structural e l e ments is given by the Kronecker canonical decomposition of an appropriate pencil AB -A : Using this canonical form, we call the elementary divisors of A I -J the finite elementaly divisors of A B -A , the elementary divisors of p I -N the infinite elementary divisors of AB -A , and the index sets { l , , e -, l,} and { r l , -, rt} the left and right Kronecker indexes of A B -A .
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The Kronecker canonical from (2) can be considered as the generalization of the Jordan canonical form of a pencil A I -A (see [5] for an extensive discussion).
From a numerical point of view [6] the computation of the canonical form (2) is not recommended because of the possible bad conditioning of the transformations S and T, whence numerical stability cannot be ensured. Instead, Furthermore, the form (3) can be obtained with a backward stable algorithm [6] which at the same time determines the Kronecker indexes and the infinite elementary divisors of AB -A through the fine structure obtained in AB,-A,, AB, -Ar, and ABj-Ai. This algorithm, described in [6], will be referred to as the pencil algorithm. The eigenstructure of ABf -A, (generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors) can be computed in a stable way using the QZ algorithm [7] which constructs unitary transformations Q and Z that reduce a regular pencil-in this case AB, -A, -to a lower triangular form (see [9], [61] for more details)
The ratios A i =aii /bii are called the generalized eigenualues of AB, -A, and the vectors xi satisfying ( A i Bf -A, )xi = 0 are the corresponding generalized eigenvectors.
In the Sections 111, IV, and V we show how to use modifications of these algorithms in order to compute several structural elements of state-space and generalized state-space models. In Section VI we take a look at linear systems represented by polynomial or rational matrices. We discuss some classical algorithms from a numerical point of view and give alternative algorithms for computing the structural information contained in the Smith and Smith-McMillan canonical forms. In the last section we give a brief historical review of the algorithms that lead to or are related to the ones mentioned in this paper. We also give some general comments and conclusions.
Most of the algorithms in this paper rely on a system theoretical background that is not completely elaborated here but adequate references are given where needed. Instead, we spend more time in discussing the numerical implications and difficulties since they are relatively unknown to researchers in t h s area.
NUMERICAL BACKGROUND
We briefly review concepts such as stability and conditioning by discussing a classical matrix problem that we will often use in the sequel. We intentionally delete tedious detads and refer to the literature for a more rigorous discussion when needed. Instead we focus on the ill-posed nature of the problem because of the important role this plays in later sections.
Let A be an arbitrary rn Xn matrix. There always exist unitary transformations U and V such that
where A, and A , have, respectively, p independent rows and columns (p is then clearly the rank of A). We call such transformations a row and column compression of the matrix A , respectively. A , and A , are said to have full row rank, respectively, full column rank. These decompositions can, e.g., be computed with the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix A [8]:
where i) U and V are, respectively, m X m and n Xn unitary matrices and ii) X is an m X n matrix of the form with ai being positive and satisfying uI 2 -* > up >O.
It may be readily verified that U*A and A V yield, respectively, a row compression and a column compression of A . The computation of such a decomposition is, of course, subject to rounding errors. Denoting computed quantities by an overbar, we generally have, for some error matrix EA, that A 2 A + E , = UW*.
(7)
_--Hence, the computed decomposition does not correspond exactly to the given matrix A but rather to a "perturbed" version A +EA. 
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(see, e.g., [2] , [SI). The error EA induced by this algorithm -called "backward error " because it is interpreted as an error on the data-has thus roughly the same norm as the input error Ei performed when reading in the data A in the computer. When such a bound exists for the perturbation EA induced by a numerical algorithm, it is called backward stable [2] . Notice that backward stability does not warrant any bounds on the errors in the result U, Z, and This depends indeed on how perturbations on the data (namely, EA) effect the resulting decomposition (or the differences Eu = U -U, E , = Z-Z, and E , = V -V ) . This is commody measured by the condition .[f,(A)] of the computed object X = f , ( A ) : is finite and "relatively large" or "relatively small" the problem is said to be badly conditioned and well conditioned, respectively.
Notice that backward stability is a property of an algorithm while conditioning is associated with a problem and the specific data for that problem. The errors E, in the result depend on both the stability of the algorithm used and the conditioning of the specific problem.
A "good" algorithm therefore is supposed to be backward stable since the size of the errors E, in the result is then mainly affected by the condition of the problem, not by the algorithm. An unstable algorithm, on the other hand, may yield a large error E, even when the problem is well conditioned.
About the singular values of any matrix A it is known that [ 111 KC f,(-4)] = 1.
(10)
Hence, from (7) the diagonal elements 4 of are EA-close to the exact ai. Generically, i.e., for random EA, all the diagonal elements of 2 w i l l be perturbed and the rank of
The number of > e A is called the numericai rank or €,-rank of A (more sophisticated definitions of €-rank are given in [12] , [13D. When putting the €,-small singular values equal to zero, one obtains thus an cA-close matrix A^ whose rank is the numerical rank of A .
While in general there may be little justification for putting the cA-srnall singular values equal to zero, it is indeed a sound choice in several applications. A typical example is the determination of im A and ker A , which, e.g., plays a fundamental role in least-squares solutions of the equation A x = b [ 141. Notice that orthonormal bases for im A and kerA are given by the first p columns of U, respectively, the last ( n -p ) columns of V in (6). The -condition of im A and ker A is thus connected to the sensitivity of the transformation matrices U and V of the SVD. Consider, for example, the computation of i m A (where we assume m > n ) . As distance function between two spaces X and Y we use the gap y(X,Y)
11 Px -Py 11 where P. is the orthogonal projector on the indexed space. If A has full rank n, then
as illustrated by the following example (al = 1, a , = a < 1):
The second basis vector of im A is rotated in im over an angle 8, where sin 8=s, and one may check that y(im zi m A ) = s whence (9) indeed converges to
In other words, the smallest singular value a , of A says how sensitive im A is to perturbations in A . When a , tends to zero the condition of im A gets infinitely large. When rank ( A ) < n < m, im A is therefore ill-posed. Arbitrarily small perturbations can even change the dimension of im A as is seen in the following example (al = 1, a , = a , 0, = 0): exact rank of A , the computed im 2 would be "close" to the real im A; in case rank A was not equal to p it would be impossible to compute a reasonable approximation of im A with a computer using eprecision.
The above analysis was given to justify in a certain sense the computation of an "nongeneric" result for the system theoretic problems considered hereafter. Since arbitrarily small perturbations change this result to a "generic" one, and therefore cause drastic changes in this result, the related problem is ill-posed (compare to the above example where A has defective rank). In such a case, computed results only make sense if they are "chosen" to be nongeneric. If the choice happens to be correct, the error of the computed result can eventually be bounded; otherwise this is impossible because of the finite precision of the computer. In some applications we w i l l see that nongeneric results yield useful information even when the data were generic but close to nongeneric data. Similar observations have been made in the numericai literature for possibly ill-posed problems such as the computation of multiple roots, generalized inverses, Jordan form, Kronecker form, least-squares solution, etc. (see [3] , [15] , [6] , [14] ), and successful algorithms were derived using these principles (see [15] , [6] , [16] , [3] ).
Unitary transformations certainly deserve some preference in the development of numerically stable algorithms and are extensively used in this paper. Exceptions have to be made, however, for cases where a special structure is apparent in the data. When, e g , the elements of a matrix vary sigmficantly in size, a "preconditioning" [64] or "balancing" [8] might be recommended first, in order to neutralize a possible bad scaling of the variables involved (see also 1461). In the case of sparse matrices one might prefer to use stable elementary transformations since they are more likely to preserve sparsity and they also save computing time.
In some special cases, such as, e.g., canonical forms, a completely different-and probably better-approach may be found because of the special structure of the data. 
A . Controllable and Unobservable Subspaces
The controllable subspace C ( A , B ) and the unobsemable subspace a ( A , C ) of the system (13) to the "staircase form" (18), but its irrelevant elements (denoted by X ) are not computed. A simple modifi&tion of the algorithm will also compute these elements if required, but this was left out in the interests of brevity. 0 The numerical stability of the algorithm can be proved. The key idea in the proof is that each unitary transformation V, can be implemented in a (backward) numerically stable way [2] . A sequence of such transformations is also backward stable because the norm of each transformation uj equals 1 (the choice of unitary transformations is thus of basic importance). For more details we refer to [ 13. We then have that the right-hand side of (18) is the exact decomposition of a slightly perturbed pencil
with Moreover, is nearly unitary (although not close to T ) , and its last c columns form a nearly orthonormal basis for
0 Numerically, the ( A , B)-pair is only known up to an uncertainty region depending --on the machine accuracy e. If in that region there is an ( A , B)-pair with uncontrollable --modes (thus, E f O ) it makes much sense to accept ( A , B ) to be the "true" value of ( A , B ) since any of the e-neighbors of ( A , B ) would at least have C modes that are "hardly" controllable. Any attempt, e.g., to move these "e-controllable" modes by feedback would indeed req-aire a feedback matrix F of approximate norm 1/e! Moreover, when accepting this nongeneric result, i.e., when neglecting €-small singular values in the compressions of Algorithm l, the resulting decomposition (IS) can be well defined. This is illustrated by the simple example 
A
For the following example, both C, and C, have one singular value of the order of € ' I 2 and one of the order of E, which suggests that some €-perturbation of (22) might yield dimC( A , B ) = 1. Yet, one can prove that this requires perturbations in A and B of the order of e'/2! This shows that arbitrary Eperturbations of C,, and Cm (e.g., those making them singular) cannot be induced by appropriate €-perturbations of A and B because of the specific structure of C,, and C,. Therefore, it is important that an algorithm evaluating C ( A , B ) respects this structure which is, e.g., done by directly working on the ( A , B)-pair.
B. Irreducible Realization and Kalman Decomposition
--Suppose the system (13) is not irreducible and one wants an irreducible state-space model having the same transfer function as (13). This can be done in two steps using Algorithm 1 [21]. Let the state-space transformation T, satisfy (15). Then applying it to the system matrix of (13) we obtain
(23)
The system { A I , -Ac, B,, C,, D ( A ) ) is now controllable and has the same transfer function as (13). Let To now be a state-space transformation extracting the unobservable part of the ( A , , C,)-pair as in (16); then with we have
The system {XI,, -A,,, B,,, C,,, D(A)} is now controllable and observable, hence irreducible, and has the same transfer function as (13) (see, e.g., [19] (n denoting the intersection) 
It can be proved that, in general, the state-space transformation T transforming {AI, -A , B, C, D ( A ) } to a decomposition of the type (27), cannot be chosen unitary (see A [22] for an "optimal" T ) , while the decomposition (24) can be obtained by a unitary state-space transformation.
If one is only interested in computing an irreducible preferable (both for the numerical stability as for the where imck cim Dk and the matrix transformation, the earlier decomposition (24) Because of the full column rank of (30b), the (A,,, Cs0)- transformation Tk A diag{Vk, u k , I~, -, > is performed: Nongeneric results are thus meaningful since they yield relevant information about the system under some uncertainty of the data (which is unavoidable in the computer).
Moreover, as discussed in Section 11, nongeneric results can be well conditioned in a restricted sense, namely, if all the compressions in Algorithm 2 are well conditioned in this sense. Algorithm 1 yields thus a basis for it but the construction of A " , , requires a feedback operation which may be numerically unstable. In Section IV-C we show how to circumvent this difficulty.
B. Zeros of a State-Space System
Suppose R(A) is proper and let P(A), given in (28), be its system matrix. The Smith zeros of this polynomial matrix are called the invariant zeros of the system {AI, -A, By Cy D}. We show in the sequel how to compute these in a numerically stable way. If the system is not irreducible then its input and output decoupling zeros can be computed using Algorithm 1 and an irreducible system {AIco -A,,, B,,, C,,, D } can be obtained at the same time. The invariant zeros of the latter system are the finite It is easy to derive from (42) and (43) that B" is invertible and that
(AI-a)=i-'(AB"-A").

(44)
Hence, Ag-2 cames the same information as A^ but can be obtained in a numerically stable way. The generalized eigenvalues of A i -2 are all finite since B" is invertible and can be computed using the backward stable QZ algorithm. Embedding (4) in (43) Remarks: 0 Numerical stability of Algorithms 3 and 3* can be proved again because of the use of unitary transformations. Although the transformations do not preserve the coefficient of A [see (37)], only A , By C, and D in P(A) are used in the algorithms. Hence, the transformations of the coefficient of A can be assumed to be exactly computed in the decomposition (37) since they are never actually performed. Therefore, one can prove that (37) holds exactly for slightly perturbed matrices A , B , C y and 5 satisfying ---A similar result holds for the dual decomposition obtained by Algorithm 3*. Note that A , By C, and D are transformed as a compound matrix whence (4s, does not hold for X = A , By C, D separately. In the decomposition (45) the coefficient of A is effectively transformed but because its rank is thereby preserved, one can still prove that (45) holds exactly for the perturbed matrices Xrc, gC, cc, and 0 7 , satisfying Together, (46) and (47) say that the computed zeros Ai = a i i / b . . are the exact zeros of the perturbed system {AI, -A , B , C y D } with -J L --0 Remarks about restricted conditioning for zeros of a system can only be made with a specific application in mind. We will see how they are connected to the supremal ( A , B)-controllability subspace in ker C . See also Section VI for an illustrative example. When D is singular but P(A) is still irreducible and invertible then R(A) has some infinite zeros. The pencil AB"-A" obtained in (43) is then still regular but B" is not, whence it has infinite generalized eigenvalues which are the infinite zeros of R(A) (see Section V-B for more information). The generalized eigenvectors corresponding to these infinite eigenvalues of A j -2 could be defined as "infinite zero directions" (compare [24D. The condition (55) for factorizability can also be adapted by requiring Y to be a deflating subspace of AE-2 instead of an invariant subspace of 2.
C. Suprema1 (A, B)-Controllability Subspace in ker C
V. GENERALIZED STATE-SPACE SYSTEMS
State-space models can be generalized to models of the type [31]- [33] ('En, -A n n 7 Bnp 9 Cmn 9 Dmp} (57) with A, B, Cy D, and E constant and AE -A regular but no such assumption on E. Any rational transfer function can be represented by such a generalized state-space model (GSSM), whereas state-space models in general require D(A) to be polynomial [31] . Moreover, a GSSM is easy to derive when, e.g., the system is given by a polynomial system {TJA), <,(A),
Vm,(A), Wmp(A)}. Let indeed d be the highest power of
A occurring in these polynomial matrices and let q, y, K, y. be their coefficients of 2.
Let us define Then a GSSM for the transfer function of {T(A), U(X), V(A), W(X)} is given by the system matrix 7Qo -I 1 1 ;
...
--
This can be derived using system equivalence techniques explained in [I91 and is omitted here in the interests of brevity. Notice that the role of state-space transformations is here replaced by invertible transformations P and Q giving a GSSM { P ( h E -A)Q, PB, CQ, D } with the same transfer function [31] .
A. Controllable and Unobsercabie Subspace
Definitions of controllability and observability of a GSSM may differ in the literature (see, e.g., [31]-[34] , [571) because of the different contexts in which these concepts can be defined (discrete time versus continuous time, allowing impulsive solutions, etc.).
Below we give of a GSSM {AE,, -A,,, B,,, C,,, Dm,} can be defined, respectively, as (3).
C(E, A, B)=inf{SJdim(ES+AS)=dimS; i m B c E S + A S } -O(E, A , C ) = s u p { S l d i m ( E S + A S ) = d i m S ;
SckerC}.
That the above infimum and supremum indeed exist can be proved with standard techniques. When E = I these definitions coincide with the controllable subspace Note that both X E,--A, and XE, -A, are regular since XE-A is regular. The (XE, -A c , Bc)-pair is said to be controllable since its controllable subspace has full dimen-
Analogously, let 0 be the dimension of the unobservable subspace b and let V and U be unitary transformations whose first 0 columns span b and E a +AG, respectively.
Then the (X E-A, C)-pair can be transformed to because for this transformed (XE, -A t , C,)-pair we have im[ ~] = E , C j + A t~= b c k e r C , , Again X E5 -A, and X E, -A , are regular and the (A E, -A,, C,)-pair is called obsercable since its unobservable subspace has zero dimension.
The decompositions (60) and (61) can be obtained by the following procedure. Since both forms are dual we only treat the first one.
Let us compress the rows of B in the ( A E -A , B) -pair to B , of full row rank s: n Since h E -A has no left null space, neither does A E, -A2 and according to (3) the latter then has a decomposition (obtained by the pencil algorithm [61):
where A E,--A, is regular (contains the finite and infinite elementary divisors of XE2 -A2) and XE, -A, has only right Kronecker indexes. Embedding (63) in ( Extracting an irreducible GSSM of this can be done with the above method. This iuustrates the elegance of the GSSM approach: the numerical tools needed for handling GSSMs are much the same as those used for state-space models but the above problem of inversion is, e g , much more delicate when restricting oneself to the use of statespace models (see [49] ). Using the decompositions (3) and (4) we can thus compute the pole/zero structure and the null space structure of an arbitrary pencil in a stable way (this, of course, does not mean that the problem is well-posed [ln. The following discussion now shows how important the construction of an irreducible GSSM is in the computation of the structural elements of its transfer function. In [l] we show that the controllability of the ( AE,, -A,,, B,,) -pair and the observability of the (AE,, -A,,, C,,)-pair imply the absence of finite and infinite zeros in the pencils A=A, of AB-A.
B. Pole/Zero Structure
In [25] , [33] a GSSM which satisfies conditions (71) was termed strongly irreducible which is thus implied by the previous definition of irreducibility (the contrary is not true). For a strongly irreducible GSSM the following important connections are proved in [25] between the structural elements of (72) on one hand and the transfer function R ( A ) of the GSSM {AE,, -A,,, B,,, C,,, D } on the other hand.
i) The polar structure of R ( A ) is isomorphic to the zero structure of AE,, -Aco (at all points, infinity included).
ii) The zero structure of R(A) is isomorphic to the zero structure of P,,(X) (at all points, infinity included).
i i i ) The null spaces of P,,(A) and R(A) are isomorphic and their minimal indexes are equal.
Starting from an arbitrary GSSM it is thus possible to construct a strongly irreducible GSSM (72) and then compute the structural elements of its transfer function by using the decompositions (3) and (4) on the pencils (72). Note that this is also possible for irreducible state-space models { A I -A , B, C , D } when D is constant, but one is then restricted to proper transfer functions. The structural elements of irreducible state-space models are also closely connected to the objects discussed in Section IV [l] .
VI. POLYNOMIAL AND RATIONAL MATRICES
The structural elements of polynomial and rational matrices can be computed through the Smith canonical form and Smith-McMillan canonical form, respectively. Every rational matrix R(A) of normal rank r can be decomposed as [35] Polynomial bases for N , ( R ) and N r ( R ) are obviously
given by the last m -r rows of M(h) and the last n -r columns of N(A), respectively. Reducing these bases to a row proper and column proper form then yield the required minimal polynomial bases for N,(R) and N,(R), respectively (see [37] , [42] ). The same method applies to a polynomial matrix P(A) also.
The construction of the Smith-Mch4illan form and the reduction to row/column proper form are both based on elementary column and row operations on some polynomial matrix (see [5] , [35] , [42] for the actual algorithms) but these transformations are numerically unstable as shown in the following example. A typical row operation to be performed in the construction of the Smith canonical form of (with 6 small but nonzero) would be
The coefficients in the transformation and in the trans-
formed matrix-and therefore also the numerical errors in these matrices-blow up when 6 becomes very small. Similar examples can be given for the reduction algorithm to row/column proper form. In each of these algorithms the choice of the pivot is determined by the powers of A and not by the numerical coefficients, hence precluding any proof of numerical stability.
On the other hand, for the computation of the structure of the above example we could as well use the QZ algorithm since it is a regular pencil, thus avoiding the unstable construction of the Smith form of P(A). In the numerical literature it is shown [59] how to reduce a regular polynomial matrix of arbitrary degree to a pencil with the same zero structure, thus again avoiding the unstable construction of the Smith canonical form. It is in fact a special case of the results given in [25] and discussed in Section V: there a method is given to construct pencils with the same structural information as a given polynomial matrix or even as a rational transfer function described by a polynomial system {T(A), U(A), V( A), W(A)}. The main reason why these extensions were never tackled in the numerical literature is, we believe, the possible ill-posedness of these extensions. In system theoretic applications the restricted conditioning described in Section I1 allows us to circumvent this difficulty. A simple example for this is due to Wilkinson [43] , [62] . The pencil 1 but an arbitrary c-perturbation of it will have normal rank 2 and can have very different zeros. Taking, e.g., c 7 = c 8 = O we have that det.P,(A)=(c,Ae 4 ) ( c 5 h -c 6 ) -and then P,(A) has the rather arbitrary zeros A, =c4/c3, A2=c6/e,. On the other hand, P,(A,) has c-rank 1 for almost any value A, whence one is tempted to take r = 1 as its "numerical" normal rank. Once making this choice the "numerical" right and left null space of P,(A,) are eclose to [ y ] and [0 11, respectively, for almost any A, whence it is again sound to assume these are constant. The only remaining structural element is then, according to the decomposition (2), a single zero which is indeed c-close to 2 (P,(2) has indeed c-rank equal When restricting oneself thus to perturbations maintaining a left and right null space of index 0, all structural elements, i.e., the only zero and the direction of the left and right null vectors, are well conditioned. The "restricted condition number'' for these elements is thus close to 1. For the differential system -to 0). the answers obtained in such a way are acceptable. In- (3) and (4) would indeed give these "logical" answers, although they are only well conditioned in a restricted sense. Even when running on the perturbed pencil the decomposition (3) gave c-close results to the expected ones since the appropriate rank decisions are made in the algorithm (see [l] for numerical experiments).
Finally, we want to make some remarks about the stability of the algorithms applied to the computation of the structure of polynomial and rational matrices. Once a GSSM for the given transfer function is given, say, e.g., in the form (58), the reduction process to the form (67) and the decompositions (3) and (4) of the pencils (72) are backward stable since they use only unitary transformations. But in fact, the backward errors induced in the original model (58) do not respect the special structure, i.e., the 0 and I blocks, in this GSSM. Yet, one can prove numerical stability in a stricter sense, namely, that the computed structure corresponds exactly to a slightly per- When the transfer function is originally not given by a polynomial system model then numerical stability in such a strict sense cannot be proved in general, because some parameter representations of rational matrices are not flexible enough (see [l] for a discussion). Some of these parameterizations of rational matrices even allow one to determine the structural elements through different techniques (see, e.g., [MI) but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
[ : I
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have treated a number of system theoretical problems from a numerical point of view. The given algorithms were shown to be "reliable" because of their controlled numerical behavior in the presence of rounding errors. The mere use of unitary transformations indeed allows us to give backward bounds for the rounding errors performed during these algorithms. We also commented on the possible ill-posedness of some of the tackled problems and showed how to deal numerically with this delicate aspect of the problems.
viewed as appropriate adaptations of the "pencil algorithm" given in [6] to the specific "pencil problems" occurring in linear system theory. The kind of pencils encountered in that area have a special structure which unfortunately is not respected by the general algorithm. The adapted algorithms given in this paper are therefore have started to use numerically reliable software to tackle several of the previous problems but their approach is rather different from the one described here. Their methods yet do not always respect the specific structure of the processed pencils and are less elegant in some cases.
Special attention was also paid here to generahzed state-space models because of their importance in numerical computations. The numerical tools needed for handling these models are indeed basically the same as those needed for state-space systems but these GSSMs allow us to tackle several additional problems @ole/zero structure and null space structure of polynomial and rational transfer functions, inverse problem) in a rather elegant way. In this paper we have put the emphasis on the use of stable transformations in the solution of our problems but we have not detailed the actual implementation of the algorithms. In our discussion on row and columns compressions-which are a basic tool in all the algorithmswe suggested the use of the SVD because it is the only reliable tool for the determination of the +rank [3] . Unfortunately, it is more expensive in computing time than other methods such as, e.g., Householder reductions with pivoting [8]. The latter method is an acceptable alternative for the SVD since the examples where it fails in its numerical rank determination, are rather pathological [ 131. In the case of large sparse systems-which, e.g., often occur in network theory-it might be interesting to switch to elementary transformation with pivoting because of computing time and possible preservation of sparsity. Other schemes exploiting sparsity of the models, such as the Lanczos procedure, can also be appropriate in some cases [22]. In each of these alternatives there is a tradeoff between computing time and reliability of the rank determination.
We feel that the rather "theoretical" approach chosen here helps to develop better insights in the numerical problems occumng in the class of problems treated here or even in other related problems of system theory. Numerical experiments would, of course, be appropriate for illustrating ths new approach. But for this we refer to ~5 1 .
separate work since we want to keep this (already long) paper within an acceptable length. 
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